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PLOUGHS RANGE

Ploughing is still the most widespread and practised cultivation in Europe.
The advantages are countless thanks to the combination of multiple beneficial effects, both agronomic, and 
practical. These include combating weeds that are increasingly resistant to herbicides, the reduction of the 
development of fungal diseases, the de-compaction of soil for better root development. 
Thanks to the burial of residues, restoring the ideal conditions for the following crop.

UNICO M 4 
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First body adjustment
In order to close the furrow correctly it is possible to adjust the first body 
based on the dimension of the rear tyre.

WITHOUT COMPARISONS
The Unico model combines the latest Maschio Gaspardo plough technologies and is built according to versa-
tility and reliability concepts for ploughing quality. 

UNICO
Plough parallelogram linkage

UNICO L 4+1

Working width
The Vario continuously adjustment system allows to set the working width 
in the field, depending on the soil conditions. Also useful for finishes on 
the field edge.

Uniform working depth
The combined work of the rear wheel and the adjustment of the head, 
allows the plough to be parallel to the ground for an increasingly uniform 
working plane.
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AD HOC DESIGNED INNOVATIONS
The main innovations concerned: the frame, the introduction of the parallelogram linkage system "Smooth 
Set" and the interchangeability of the mouldboards. Everything has been designed to adapt to different work-
ing conditions typical of each farm.

Complete burial of residue
Thanks to the skimmer adjustment system "Quick Fit" and 
the wide range of mouldboards, the turning over of the sod 
and burial of the residue are optimal and guaranteed in all 
conditions.

Simple headland manoeuvrability
Compact and smart, the Unico plough is practical even in 
headland turn operations. The head with practical inter-
changeable hooks and the rotation system with memory 
(std> 4 bodies) allow the automatic closing of the plough in 
turning operations, reducing the stress to the frame and al-
lowing to avoid unnecessary collisions.
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The 3 steps 
for professional ploughing 

Parallelogram linkage frame: SMOOTHSET
The parallelogram linkage frame SmoothSet presents 
an innovative adjustment system that allows to:
• reduce stresses on the frame and head with respect 
to the skid versions; 
• adjust the first body even with the machine moving 
without altering the working width;
• correct the traction for greater output of the tractor. 

All functions are intuitive and easy to adjust. It is thus 
easier to adapt the plough to any terrain, amount of 
residual and working depth.

Set the working width

Continuous hydraulic adjustment (Vario) 
Working width hydraulic adjustment system. 
Quick and versatile, thanks to the quick coupling you 
can adjust the width even while working. The variable 
adjustment from 25 to 55 cm for each body allows to 
adapt perfectly to field conditions.

Mechanical adjustment (PASSO)

Working width bolt adjustment system. 
Simple and robust, the most appropriate setting is 
possible thanks to the 4 adjustments.

1
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The 3 steps 
for professional ploughing 

Perfect adaptability thanks to the working width adjustment (Vario)

Thanks to the 'SmoothSet' system the adjustment of the working width does not change other plough 
settings.

Set the working width of the first body2
FIRST BODY ADJUSTMENT (L1)
Different tyres and different working widths require the cor-
rect setting of the first body to ensure the suitable closure 
of the furrow behind the tractor. The adjustment system 
(L1) allows to simply and intuitively find the best setting. 

TRACTOR TRACTION (L2)
It is possible to correct the traction of the plough in rela-
tion to the advance direction of the tractor through the ad-
justment of the mechanical linkage (L2) . In this way they 
cancel the lateral forces for a better return, both in terms 
of performance as well as the reduction of stresses for the 
plough and tractor. An adjustment table, supplied with a 
use and maintenance manual, allowing you to easily find 
the right setting.

Finally, the correct traction adjustment 3

Minimum working width: 25 cm Maximum working width: 50 cm

L1

L2
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Frame and equipment

Interchangable headstock
The Unico’s headstock was designed  to offer the best reliability and stabil-
ity during operation and transports. The third point and the rotation hinge are  
enclosed in a structure connected to the plough body, while wo lifting con-
nection are bolted on it. This exclusive configuration allow to shift quickly (6 
bolts totally) from rigid to steering headstock, or even to connect a quick-hitch 
bar. For a perfect matching to any tractors to possible lifter hitch heights are 
available.

Interchangeable coupling in category II and III

High quality painting
The new powder painting system ensures a quality painting that 
provides maximum protection of the frame and the head from the 
elements. 
The paint of parts in contact with the ground allows an optimum 
flow of the soil, benefiting tractor performance.

Hydraulic couplings holder

Parts compartment
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Convenient and practical
The pre-arrangement with additional body is avail-
able for the Extendible version, to provide greater 
versatility of use also at different outputs. Top qual-
ity finishes on the edge of the field thanks to the 
external position relative to the transport wheel.

Bolted machine
All supports and plates are bolted 
to the frame. The lack of welded 
points guarantees great resist-
ance, reliability and stability even 
under heavy stresses.

From one type of ground to another with the rapid change of 
the mouldboard
The rapid exchange of the mouldboard speeds up the adaptation 
operations to of the plough to the different types of use and ground. 
It is no longer necessary to separate the coulter-ploughshare-
mouldboard from the beam, but you can just change the turning 
plate with a few bolts, speeding up the operation.

Extendible frame 
+1 body

Technical 
information 
(mm)

Unico M Unico L

Beam 
chassis

120x120 140x140

Frame 
beam  
thickness

10 10

Ø pin 
head

100 120

Plough 
beam

70x40 80x40
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Bolted or hydraulic 
No Stop Safety system 

Active safety system: NSH
A hydraulic jack with hydraulically adjustable pre-load from the 
cab allows the lifting of the body in the event of an impact, and 
return itself in position as soon as the obstacle is removed. 
The first body is equipped with screw jack with larger bore to 
withstand a higher load.

Seeing is believing
This particular system is designed for ground with the presence of large stones that with the bolted system would 
cause frequent breakage and also possible damage to the frame itself. Each body can raise completely to totally 
overcome the obstacle, to then return to the working position without having to stop the tractor.

First body with an increased section of the cylinder for 
greater load

UP TO 65° 
of vertical

travel
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360° protection
The new toggle device is arranged to absorb both vertical and hori-
zontal shocks. Thanks to this solution, both the frame structure and 
the body itself are more protected against stresses.

It bends but does not break
Each body is equipped with an own compensating accumulator which 
allows and an upwards movement of about 40 cm.

Body pre-load adjustment pressure gauge
For the correct setting of the safety system, a pressure gauge is sup-
plied which allows the rapid management of the hydraulic circuit 
pressure.

Bolted or hydraulic 
No Stop Safety system 

Bolt system
The classic bolt solution is simple and reliable 
and is recommended for ground where there 
is the occasional presence of stones or obsta-
cles.

Quick and simple
All bodies are equipped with a 8.8 mm or 10.9 
mm bolt. After the limit is exceeded, the bolt 
shears lifting the body and preventing damage 
to the machine. The replacement of the bolt is 
very simple, even in the field.

HORIZONTAL 
TRAVEL

VERTICAL
TRAVEL

Body pre-load adjustment pressure gauge
For the correct setting of the safety system, a pressure gauge is sup-
plied which allows the rapid management of the hydraulic circuit 
pressure.
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Rapidity and manoeuvrability

Intelligent in the field
Thanks to the combined wheel solution, which incorporates the system 
of the semi-mounted models, the wheel always remains perpendicular 
to the ground. 
The body of the plough rotates around it, thus avoiding annoying lock-
ing problems due to the ground and crop residues.

Safe on the road
In the transport position the plough is towed in the butterfly position. In this way the wheel can discharge some of 
the weight to the ground, reducing pitching on smaller wheel-based tractors, for comfortable and safe transport.

Combination gauge wheel
This acts as both a support wheel of the plough during road transport, 
as well as a gauge wheel for normal use in the field.

Soft cushion
The hydropneumatic shock absorbing suspension is available for models with more 
than four bodies.
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Technical information

TECHNICAL  
INFORMATION

Chassis
Head 

diameter 
Clearance 

below frame
Body 

distance
Working

width
3-point 

coupling
Weight

Tractor 
power

mm mm cm cm cm category Kg HP

U
N

IC
O

 M  B
O

LT

PASSO
3E

120x120x10
100

80 - 87 95-105
(95): 30-35-40-45 

(105): 33-38-44-50

2 or 3 810 90-110
4NE 2 ,3 , 3N 1070 120-140
4E 120 3 or 3N 1070 120-160

VARIO
3E

120x120x10
100

81 - 87 95-105 30÷53
2 or 3 810 90-110

4NE 2 ,3 , 3N 1070 120-140
4E 120 3 or 3N 1070 120-160

N
S

H

PASSO
3E

120x120x10
100

82 - 87 85-95
(85): 30-35-40-45 
(95): 33-38-44-50

2 or 3 810 90-110
4NE 2 ,3 , 3N 1070 120-140
4E 120 3 or 3N 1070 120-160

VARIO
3E

120x120x10
100

83 - 87 85-95 30÷53
2 or 3 875 90-110

4NE 2 ,3 , 3N 1155 120-140
4E 120 3 or 3N 1155 120-160

TECHNICAL  
INFORMATION

Chassis
Head 

diameter 
Clearance 

below frame
Body 

distance
Working 

width
3-point 

coupling
Weight

Tractor 
power

mm mm cm cm cm category Kg HP

U
N

IC
O

 L  B
O

LT

PASSO

3E

140x140x10
100

80 - 87
95-105-115 (95): 30-35-40-45 

(105): 33-38-44-50 
(115): 36-42-48-54

3 or 3N

1120 120-150
4NE 1365 150-200
4E

120
1525 150-240

5E 95-105 1785 180-260

VARIO

3E

140x140x10
100

80 - 87
95-105-115

30÷53 3 or 3N

1245 120-150

4NE 1525 150-200
4E

120
1685 150-240

5E 95-105 1965 180-260

N
S

H

PASSO

3E

140x140x10
100

80 - 87
95-105-115

(95): 30-35-40-45 
(105): 33-38-44-50 
(115): 36-42-48-54

3 or 3N

1250 120-150
4NE 1550 150-200
4E

120
1750 150-240

5E 95-105 2050 180-260

VARIO

3E

140x140x10
100

80 - 87
95-105-115

30÷53 3 or 3N

1235 120-150
4NE 1565 150-200
4E

120
1785 150-240

5E 95-105 2105 180-260
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MIRCO 8

MIRCO
Semi-mounted plough
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PLOUGHING AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL 
The semi-mounted Plough Mirco is a concentration of quality and technology that ensures high performance. 
All adjustments can be managed directly from the cab. The operator can hydraulically set the type of machining 
(in or out of furrow), the working width of the bodies and of the first body. The maximum working depth is 40 cm 
and is controlled by 2 wheels (out-of-furrow version) to obtain a more precise work plane. Maximum comfort 
even on the road thanks to the 500 mm wide transport wheel equipped with hydropneumatic shock absorber.
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Adjustments and setup

Reduced turning
The two telescopic hydraulic cylinder allow the plough to rotate 
smoothly and without jolts. The correct angle adjustment takes 
place through two independent screw regulators. The swivel 
head allows to further reduce the steering angle for easy han-
dling at the headlands.

Accurate depth always
The 500 mm wide and 1040 mm high rear wheel creates a ample 
contact surface, reducing trampling and ensuring performance 
even on damp soil, preventing the plough from digging in.

Kit +1 body
The frame can be pre-
arrange for an additional 
body, thanks to a rein-
forced plate positioned 
at the end of the plough 
beam. 
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Features that make the difference

Uniform working plane
To ensure a uniform working depth, in out-of-furrow versions, it 
is supplied as standard with a 300 mm wide front wheel which 
allows to follow the contours of the ground more precisely. 

Ample clearance
Thanks to the ample ground clearance of 80 cm (90 optional) 
and to the generous distance between bodies (105 cm), Mirco 
guarantees maximum versatility of use.
It is now possible to work in the presence of high residue.

Heavy Duty frame
The frame structure is 
made from 160x160 mm 
high strength steel which 
allows to achieve reduced 
weight at the same time 
as ensuring maximum 
strength and flexibility to 
the entire structure.

UP TO
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Frame and equipment

Two ploughing choices
Thanks to the toggle system, adjustable via an independent 
screw jack from the tractor cab, you can switch from in-furrow 
ploughing to out-of-furrow ploughing in a few seconds. In the 
out-of-furrow versions, the front gauge wheel is standard.

Swivel head
Thanks to the 3 points of 
connection with the trac-
tor some of the weight 
can be discharged on 
the front axle of the trac-
tor for better traction. 
The swivel head allows 
easier steering in ma-
neuvering at the head-
lands.

WORKING WIDTH
The working width is mechanically adjustable (Passo version) or 
hydraulically adjustable (Vario version) with possible correction 
from the tractor cab. An indicator, readily visible, allows to view 
the set width.
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Simple and intuitive, for the best 
results in all use conditions

Tractor traction adjustment
Thanks to the adjustment of the plough in relation to the trac-
tor traction, suitable corrections can be made to reduce stress 
on the plough and the consequent resulting effects. This is to 
ensure that the tractor can discharge all power to the ground for 
greater effectiveness. 

First body adjustment
A hydraulic cylinder allows to act directly on the width of the 
first body without affecting other adjustments. Having ample 
travel allows it to adapt to both the tread of wheeled tractors as 
well as tracked (out-of-furrow).

Working depth
The large rear wheel (500 mm wide) minimiz-
es soil compaction and ensures safety during 
transportation. The Manual mechanical depth 
adjustment is rapid and intuitive, and can be di-
rectly set in the field. 
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MIRCO 8

Technical information
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PLOUGHING AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL 
The semi-mounted Plough Mirco is a concentration of quality and technology able to ensure high perfor-
mance. All adjustments can be managed directly from the cab. The operator can hydraulically set the type of 
machining (in or out of furrow), the working width of the bodies and of the first body. The maximum working 
depth is 40 cm and is controlled by 2 wheels (out-of-furrow version) to obtain a more precise work plane. 
Maximum comfort even on the road thanks to the 500 mm wide transport wheel equipped with hydropneu-
matic shock absorber.

TECHNICAL 
INFORMATION

Chassis
Head 

diameter 
Body  

distance
Working width 

single body
Clearance 

below frame
Weight Tractor power

mm mm cm cm cm Kg HP

M
IR

C
O PASSO

6 E

160x160x10 160x160 105 35-40-45-50 80-90*opt

3250 230÷300

7 E 3540 260÷350

8 E 3850 300÷400

VARIO

6 E

160x160x10 160x160 105 30÷50 80-90*opt

3700 230÷300

7 E 4050 260÷350

8 E 4400 300÷400
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The secret of ploughing ... 
is in the mouldboard

MP 4WS
Helical mouldboard.
Working depth from 15 to 30 cm.
Working width from 30 to 55 cm. 
Winter and wet soil ploughing.

MP 4WN
Semi-helical mouldboard.
Working depth from 20 to 38 cm.
Working width from 30 to 55 cm.
Ideal on wet and heavy soil.

MP 4N
Semi-helical slatted mouldboard.
Working depth 20 - 40 cm.
Working width from 30 to 55 cm.
Suitable on medium clay soils.

MP 4QB
Cylindrical mouldboards.
Working depth up to 40 cm.
Working width from 30 to 50 cm.
Ideal on all soil types.

MP 4WD
Semi-helical mouldboard.
Working depth from 15 to 30 cm.
Working width 35 to 50 cm.
Excellent in all soil conditions.
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Universal skimmer 
For use in average conditions. 

Skimmer 
For use with high amounts of 
residue. 

Thanks to the innovative quick-change system of the 
mouldboard it is no longer necessary to separate the 
coulter-ploughshare-mouldboard from the beam. 
Now it is possible to change the turning plate only 
thanks to a few bolts, speeding up the operations 
greatly.

Rapid adjustment system of the skimmers 
with a single cotter pin. Plots with different residual 
can be worked on the same day.

Corn skimmer
Excellent for straw and corn 
stalks
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10-16 Cod. W00228709R
Maschio Gaspardo Market ing Dept.

For graphic reasons, some pictures and images do not show the “EC” safety guards.  Technica l  datas and models shown in th is cata logue are not b inding.  We reserve 
the r ight  to rev ise the contents of  th is cata logue, to amend or improve the speci f icat ions without not ice.

MASCHIO GASPARDO S.p.A.
Headquarters and product ion p lant

V ia Marcel lo,  73
I-35011 Campodarsego (PADOVA) -  I ta ly

Tel .  +39 049 9289810 - Fax +39 049 9289900
info@maschio.com - www.maschio.com


